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There are many ways to drive Geneva
Design of a mechanism to give Intermittent mot ion often relies on the wheels. Normally, this is done bya single
conventional Geneva wheel. Here crank bearing a pin with a roller that
we describe the gear driven version intermittently interlocks with the
of this mechanism, which gives a Gcneva wheel. The cent re of the pin
smoother transmission of power then traces a circle that touches the
and permits input and output shafts centre-lines of two successive slots that
are engraved in the wheel. However, a
to be coaxial

dent on the number of stations n.
It is therefore not possible to choose
V and n independently from one
another. This limits the mechanisms' usefulness to thc designer. For
an external Geneva wheel, for iostance, the ratio V equalsthe value
represcnted by the equation:

mechanism thai generates intermittent
motion in this fashion shows a number
Vcx = - - of disadvantages:
2 0
• Input acid output axes are not coFor an internal Geneva wheel the
axial.
ratio is represented by
• Output angles of 360" or 180" are not
possible.
1
• The ratio of times V, which is the
Vin = -+ratio of times between the motion
2 n
period of the wheel and the cyclic
• An ilOgular jerk appears at the start
period which is thc time-lapse for
and at the end of the motioo of the
mot ion and dweIl together, is depcn1 (top): Ex/ernal Geneva wheel, driven by a single crank.
2 (below): (;vcloidal curves ol a gear-driven mechanism
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wheel. caused by the regular cirde
motion of the pin.
When the driving part of the mechanism is replaced by a gear-wheel mechanism. however, the input and output
axes may be made coaxial. The dependency of V and n may be relieved and the
startingjerk reduced.
The curve traced by the driving pin is
tben a cycloidal curve instead of a
cirde. The pin that produces the curve
is attached ta a gear-wheel that rolls
about another, fixedwheel. The fixed
wheel has a pitch circle which is the
fixed polode (1tr) of the motion. Simi·
larly, the moving wheel is comprised
by the moving polode {1tm}••
If tbe moving polode rolls inside the
fixed polode, a hypocyc/oid motion
results. If it rolls over and about the
fixed polode an epicycloid motion occurs.
Finally, if the moving polode embraces
the fixed one, a so-called pericyc/oid
motion is generated. All the.se possibilities. are shown in Figure 2.
A point attached to the maving
polode in these cases will trace a hypocycloid, an epicycloid or a pericycloid
respectively: if the centre of the pin lies
insid~ the moving polode, tbe point
traces a contracted cycloid; if outside,
a protrocted cycloid. There are· always
two gear-wheel pairs that will produce
the same curve, and the two gear-wheel
mechanisrns that are linked in this way

are curve-cogllotes of one anotber.
As pointed out earl ier, the input and
output axes of tbe mechanism may
be made coaxial, which means that the
input-crank· MoM and the Geneva
wheel must rotate about the same fixed
centre Mo. So. in order to obtain smooth
output motion-witbout a jump in the
angular velocity of the wheel-the driving pin of tbe wheel may only enter
or leave a slot if the tangent to tbe curv~
is directed. on tbe centre Ma- This fact
dictates some dimensions of the mechanism. To investigate this relationship,
let's coosider the design position of tbe
mechanism. which is the position where
tbe driving pin just enters or just leaves
tbe Oeneva wheel. Such design positions
are shown in Figures 4 and S.
As in the design position the tangent
to the curve at C is directed on the centre .
Mo, the point C of such a position has
to join a locus that resembles the circle
with diameter MoP, point P being tbe
velocity pole of 1tm with respect to Kr
in the desigil position. Generally, therefore, the mechanism considered allows
for two degrees of freedom· in designthe choice of tbe point C on the mentioned locus, and the cbosen ratio RIK...
of the polodes. Thus, in comparison
to the Geneva wheel that is driven by a
single crank, we have obtained an additional degree of freedom in design. This
gives us in turn the freedom to cboose

theratio of times VI) and tbe number of
stations n independently from one
another.
.
Deslgnlng practical mechanlsll\S

We now define y as tbe angle en·
closing two wheel diameters touching
a lobe of tbe curve on botb sides. We
further contine ourselves to angles y for .
whlch
221:
........ (1)
y= iï
wbere n is a positive· integer ~ 4.
In addition, we define !he angle ot as
tbe angle needed for the input-axis to·
turn from tbe position in which the

tracedbY cognate Qesrwhee/ 's;epiéycloid and pericyctOidcurves, 8i/'filarly, ar. identica/
În each· case.
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dOving pin just enters the wheel lo tbe
position in which the pin is at the point
of leaving the whcel.
Por tbe hypocycloid motion ihis angle
tt may he calculated as follows: Since
in tbc design-positioo, at C, the curvetangent joios Mo. the tangent MoC must
he perpendicular to tbe path normal
PC. Referring tQ.Figure 5.
MoC = Ro cos I (tt+"()

•••.•.•. (2)

According to the rule of sines for
Il. M.MC, we additionally have
MCsinU = MoC.sini(tt+"() .... (3)

Thus

~=

ktt ......•......•.•....,(4)

=.MoCcosi(tt+"()- MCcosi~ .... (5)
From equations 2, 3 and 4. we derive
MC

sin (tt+"()

-=..

. .......... (6)

Similarly, if we combine equations 2,
4 and 5 we find
.
Me

...... (7)

R.

R' 1 - (R)
r;;=
R'o
R
R'
k =a. k' =1('0
(k)2

MC= k'
R'
M'C

cos iktt

Thus, equating the right-hand sides
of the last two equatioDS, we gel

Dimensions of each
curved cognates are
tbrough the equatÎons.

M'C

Th. raDo of times

kol - sin2f<tt+"()

in wbich i ~.R = itt.Ro

According to its definition the ratio
of times V o answers the equation
V o = (3/2ft
whence. according to equation 4
Vo "": ktt/2ft ................ (9)'
Apart from the sign. the two curve-

cognatés always spend tbe same time

whence we find,
(2k-1-l)sin iotk-sinÜlt(1-ik)+"(l= 0 (8)

R

R'
k
ifC=lf"= k'
Mo'e Moe - R
dM' - M
R~' = ~ MC an
0 =
0

in Ólotion in relation to tbe time needed
for tbe full cycIe.
Eliminating tt from equations 8. and 9
then gives rise to tbe equation

This formulais derived only for tbe
hypocycloid motion for whicb k>2. (2k- t-l) sin ftVo-sin 1tV (2k-1-l)
o
Tbe derived formula determines tbe'
2ft·
.
value tt if the gear-ratio kand tbc num+
=0 .......... (10)
ber of statÎons n are known. However.
sinee in the design position the coupler which. providing equation 9 holds. is
point C joins tbc circle witb diameter still valid ror all values of k =R./R .

n

------------

.

1t..

PM o• only tbose values for tt are permissible for which (1.+"(/2 S ft/2. Tbus
any value for tt that is derived through
eq.(8) has to meet tbe condition
tt :s; ft - "(. In case tbe derived tt values
do not meet tbis condition. no meehanism corresponds to tbe given sear ratio
and given number of stations.
Equation 8 remains unchanged if we
transform tbe driving meehanism inlo
lts citrve-cognate. and hence must be
valid alsó for tbe pericycloid-driven
Geneva wheel, as weil as for epicycloid
and hypocycloid mechanisms.
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and

MC = -:::k:--s_in~(~_+~'Y):..R
2
sin ih. , .. .

(k <0 or k> 2)
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10, 11: Two hypoc:yc:/oid gear-driven Geneva mec:hanisms

This equation 10 shows that unlike
the single crank-driven Geneva wheel,
the ratio V0 is not dependent on the
number of stations alone, but may be
varied instead by choosing other values
for k. For the designer, this is very
practical. He must remember, though.
that not all the real values of k are
allowed. They are restricted to rational
numbers only. In order to give the reader
more insight in this rèspect, we shall
define a new number m, equal to tbe
number of lobes that could 'be placed
between two ,successive lobes of the
curve. Thus, m equals the number of
unreal lobes that just fit between two
successive, realones that actually
appear in the curve.
If m is a rational positive number,
instead of a positive integer, such as
mt/mz, we say that ml unreal lobes
just fit between the Drst and tbe
(m:z+ I )th lobes that arè really tbere.
So, we deone m as the maximum
possible number of lobes that would fit
for any number of cycles (minus tbe
actual number of lobesthat appear
for that number of cycles) divided by the
actual number of lobes that appear for
'hose cycles.
Therefore, the actual number of
lobes S that appear in the curve is given
by

!!!!!..
S -- tlHl

.............. (11)

For the protracted hvpocycloid (k>2)
we find th at
1
m+l
_nJ = _
_ .... (12a)

T

s

For
the contracted
(I <k' <2) we then have

n
hypocycloid

.......... (l2b)
1 _ m+l
n
Similarly, we find for the epicycloid
(k <0) the relationship
1
m+l
•..... , ... (l2c)
I

k'

k

--n-

And for the pericycloid (O<k'<O we
have

26

~= 1 + m+l
........ (l2d)
k'
n
These equations agree with the fact
thateither
2xR = ±(m+l)yRo............ (13a)

or 2rtR'

= CZx-{m+I)y]Ro' .... (I3b)

So, if we choose the values mand n, in
addition 10 the kind of curve we are
going to apply, the gear ratio is fixed.
This can be 'done using whichever
equation 12 corresponds 10 our choice
of curve or mechanism.
In practiee. designers will be confined
to the protracled hypocyc1oid and the
epicyc10id driven Geneva wheel mee hanisms. If necessary, we can always apply
the cognate transformation and use the
curve-cognates instead of the ones
mentioned. Tbe dimensions for the
curve-cognate mechanisms then are
easily derived from the source mecha"
nisms through the cognate transit ion
formulas already given. So, for briefness' sake we shall only refer to equation 12 if it is written in the form
k == ± -.-!!... ' ....... (l2e)
m+l
'
If we substitute this value into equation
10 we arrive at the relation
(::1:2 m+l l) sin xVo n

sin[xVo(±2 ...!!!±l-l)+ l!..]
n
n

0.(14)

For each integer n and ratjonal number
m it is then possible to calculate the ratio
Va. From the resulting graphs we may
choose the practical values V 0 and 'n
and then determine the number m from
whic~ we calculate the gear ratio, using
equatlOn ]2. We may then determine
the values for IX and y, according to the
equations 9 and I respectively.
The remaining dimensions, such as
MoCfRo and MCfR, are finally calculated through the relations
MoC = cos 12 (oc+y) ... (k <0 or k> 2)
Ro
'

-'-

............... . (1S)

If the lobes that appear in the curve
are all used 10 drive the wheel , V = V0 k11./2x. But even if we use them all, tbc
designer of this kind of intermittent ,
motion mechaJlism is still left with a
large number of values V that are equal
to or less than one, and examples are
iIIustrated in Figures 6 to 9. In each case
the number of slots or grooves g that
have to be made in the wheel d~ not.
necessarily have to be identical to the
number of stations n of the mechanism.
Clearly. the number of slots needed.
equals either n, n/2, n/3, n/4•••. or
]. Which number it actually is, is
decided by the fact that as the driving
pin leaves a slot, it enters the next one
(m+2)y or (m+2) 2x/n radians further
on the wheel. So on the wheel (for 21t
radians) there are at least n (m+2) slots.
If n/(m+2) is a positive integer. g ""
n/(m+2).
If it is not, we have to multiply it with
the smallest possible positive integer
so as to make it one.
Thus
go =n/(greatest common divisorof n and
m+2) .....•.....•.....•...... (16)
In order to reduce the value of V, we
may diminish the number of slots. Tbe
lower values for V obtained in this way
are sometimes very practical. since they
represent the circumstanccs in which a
relatively small portion of time is
needed for the actual motion of the
wheel. Naturally, if there are fewer
slots, the locking (stationary) time of
the wheel will be greater, and more time'
thus available for completion of products that are moving around with the
wheel.
\
How to find the number of slots, in
,those cases, is now explained:
If the driving pin leaves a slot, it may
find the next one (m+2) 21tfn radians
further on the wheel. However, if no slot
is available at that position, it may find
another one (m+ l) 2x/n radians further
on, and so on.
Therefore, the slots that are used
subsequently are either (m+2) 2x/n rad,
(2m+3) 2x/n rad, or (3m+4) 2x/n rad
apart on the wheel. As berore, we find
that the number of slots g in the wheel
has to meet the equation :
g n/g.,d(n,m+2} or g = n/g.,d(n,2m+3)
or g = n/g.,d(n,3m+4) etc, . . • where
&d resembles the greatest common
divisor of two positive integers, one of
them being n, which is the number of
stations. Which integer the other one
has to be, depends on the number of
unused lobes in the mechanism. For
example, if 3 lobes are unused
g = n/&d(n,4m+S).

m

